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IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
This document provided by the Totona team is for educational
and experimental purposes only and does not in any way
represent technical, legal, compliance, regulatory, financial, or
investment advice.
Due to various risks and uncertainties, including, but not
limited to, technological developments and industry conditions,
the actual performance and development of items described
herein may differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated herein.

DISCLAIMER
Totona does not accept any obligation to provide recipients
with any additional information or to update, expand, revise
and/or amend the information herein, or to correct any
inaccuracies which may become apparent. Although all
information and views expressed herein are provided in good
faith, estimates and assumptions made by Totona’s team,
make no representation or warranty (expressed or implied) as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information herein, and
no assurance is provided that actual results will be consistent
with the descriptions and projections herein.

The “TOT” utility token is needed to be able to use the content
creation platform and services as this document explains.
Totona will perform the sale and transfer of the “TOT” utility
tokens. No person is bound to enter any contract or binding
legal commitment concerning the sale and purchase of the
“TOT” utility tokens. Any agreement between the token
provider and an investor/s about the sale and purchase of
“TOT” utility tokens is to be governed solely by a separate set
of documents setting out the terms and conditions of such
agreement.
In the event of any inconsistencies between what is
established in this whitepaper, and the terms and conditions of
the purchase and sale of “TOT”, the terms and conditions of
the relevant purchase and sale agreement shall supersede the
whitepaper. Totona reserves the right to decline the sale of
TOT during its private placement of utility tokens to any
individual or business in the event of a breach of its core
principles.
Regulatory authorities have not examined the information
included in this paper; thus, no approval has been granted
toward the information set out in this whitepaper in any
jurisdiction.
Advances in innovation related to quantum computing and
smart contract exploitation may present risks to Totona.
There is no guarantee that Totona will deliver on the content
established in this document or achieve its objectives.
Totona’s proposed content creation platform running on the
Ethereum Blockchain may fail, be abandoned, or be delayed
for several reasons, including but not limited to lack of funding,
lack of commercial success, and other external factors.

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to create a reliable and unique blockchain
platform for users to sell their content and for fans to connect
to their favorite creators. We believe in a world where
everyone and anyone, not a privileged few, can become a
creator with all the necessary tools at their disposal.

VISION
Our vision is for Totona to become the leading create-to-earn
platform where creators can build wealth in a decentralized
and tokenized economy, thereby revolutionizing the creator
economy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

According to a report published in 2018 by the United Nations
(UN), 47% of the global population is now on the internet and
joining social media platforms. Unsurprisingly, digital content
creation has recorded a notable surge in recent times. Content
creation tools help users tap into their creativity and channel
their creations through authoring, publishing, and distribution
to their target audiences or markets. Content creation is
becoming more popular due to its numerous benefits, such as
low-cost operation, competitive return on investment (ROI),
brand expansion and scalability, specific targeting, and several
others. Social media platforms have done a lot to improve the
reach of content creators over recent years. However, this
reach has the potential for innovative disruption.
Totona plans to better connect content creators and their
target audience/market and has identified untapped potential
in digital content creation. Totona aims to foster more influx of
creators into the space through the introduction of new-age
blockchain solutions.
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ABSTRACT
The Content Creation Market
Content creation refers to the formulation of topics or ideas
that captivate the target recipient’s attention and is expressed
in different formats, such as blog posts, video files,
infographics, animations, podcasts, photographs, and other
content formats.
Content creation is all about marketing, generating creative
content that adds to your target audience, and directing
potential customers to your website or platform, while
simultaneously keeping existing customers engaged. Content
creation marketing also allows the user to better communicate
with its audience, which could boost brand scalability and
recognition.
Content creation generates massive value for companies and
platforms that use it. Content market statistics show that about
40% of marketers agree content marketing is an invaluable
marketing strategy, while 81% say they see content marketing
as a business strategy.
To boost online traffic and proliferate internet services, content
marketing has proven to be a vital tool for B2B communication
and targeting. A previous poll on business-to-business
marketers shows that content marketing is believed to be 60%
effective for nurturing leads, 51% effective for generating
revenue, and 47% effective at growing an audience of paying
subscribers.

Not only that, 10% of marketers who blog say content
creation generates the biggest return on investment. Data
like this suggests that content creation marketing = business
growth. Marketing and sales strategies have become heavily
reliant on digital content creation tools and service platforms,
which are expected to sustain the trend in the space and
increase opportunities.
Research data shows that the content creation market is
expected to hit a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
12.2% in the next decade. The market is also expected to
have a valuation of $13.4 billion in 2022 and $47.2 billion by
2032.
Narrating the many benefits of the content creation market,
the report detailed:
“The content creation market adoption trends are on a higher
trajectory owing to the benefits associated with it, including
precise targeting, cheap operating costs, ease of
measurement and adjustment, high return on investment
(ROI), brand extension, a focus on conducting business and
segmentation.”
Some of the main factors driving the growth of the presentday content creation market include more IT expenditure, the
proliferation of cloud computing, and the increasing adoption
of artificial intelligence (AI). Other factors like cheaper
content creation pricing, increasing use of smartphones and
mobile devices, growing internet penetration, and betterrefined use of digital marketing tools are likely to positively
affect the market.
Projected future drivers of this space include less expensive
data storage, growth of e-commerce business platforms, and
blockchain technology — which is where Totona comes in.
The increasing adoption of social media platforms such as
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, and
several others is expanding the market opportunities for
content creation. However, the lack of open-source software
and platforms, such as Totona, has stifled the full growth
potential of the market.

Also, the adoption of content creation is rising due to the use
of content development technologies in the education sector.
However, the availability of free content production tools also
acts as a stumbling block to the maximization of the potential
ingrained in this space.
Furthermore, some governments have placed restrictions on
the distribution of content, thereby limiting the use of content
technologies across many countries and diminishing the
overall content creation market outlook.

HOW CONTENT IS MONETIZED BY CREATORS
Through the use of digital storefronts, some creators
monetize their content creation through direct sales of
physical products, while the majority create a system to
monetize their content by pushing it on different platforms.
The former is where Totona lays its focus on innovative
disruption.
The creation of social media platforms and apps has made it
relatively easier for content creators to profit from their
creations. That said, the ways content can be monetized on
social media differs based on the type of content or the
platform’s business model. Some social media content
creating types include:
Creating courses for educational platforms like Skillshare
and Udemy.
Sponsoring posts on Instagram photos.
Activating ad revenue sharing on video uploads on
YouTube.
Publishing articles or courses behind paywalls.
Creating filters for Snapchat to sell on Etsy.
Selling photography images to Shutterstock.
Other popular ways creators generate revenue from their
content include:

TIPPING
Fans and subscribers can encourage or support their favorite
content creators through tipping,an earning system recently
introduced to social media platforms.
At the moment, tipping is not as lucrative as other
subscription-based models. Most host platforms charge a
significant cut on the scarce tips, further diminishing the
earning potential of this method for creators. That said,
tipping is still in its early and experimental phase, suggesting
that better fine-tubing and improvements should be available
in the coming years.

INFLUENCER MARKETING
Brand-influencing collaborations are currently the most
common method creators use to monetize their creations.
Creators boost their personal brand and attract corporate or
commercial partnerships to inform, raise awareness, and
drive the visibility of a product online.
Brand influencing is one of the most used methods for
advertising in present-day marketing, as more and more
people turn to their favorite social media creators for advice
and recommendations on purchasing decisions.

THE PATREON EARNING SYSTEM
The Patreon model for monetizing content by creators is one
of the most reliable methods to realize the full worth of your
followership or subscription as a content creator. Fans can
become “patrons” and pay extra for premium content such as
email newsletters and fans-only content from their favorite
creators.
The Patreon earning system outperforms the social media
earning method, as it allows creators to earn their worth
without losing excessive commissions to the host social
media platforms. While Patreon still charges a fee for
creators, it is minimal compared to other earning models.
The Totona system mirrors the Patreon earning model for
creators in some ways but takes this system up a notch.
Totona does this through the introduction of new-age
blockchain solutions to allow users better connect with their
fans or favorite creators.

TOTONA: THE CREATE-TO-EARN PLATFORM
The idea behind the Totona ecosystem is simple: connect
with your fans or audience, sell your content, and earn TOT
tokens. Our primary objective is to tap into the blistering
content creation space by making it increasingly possible for
creators to work online and control the narrative, thereby
creating an intersection of community and the creator
economy.
Creating a profile and getting started on Totona is a quick
and easy process. Users can choose to sell their content to
their fans via subscription arrangements, hourly payments, or
one-off payments. The Totona platform is built with simplicity
in mind, to ensure content creation is as simple and
accessible as possible.
At Totona, we put the interests of content creators first and
ensure content is protected by copyrights, and shun
duplication of content by other users.
One of our rewarding schemes involves users getting a 15%
refund on all their purchases for the whole of 2023. This
would encourage users to purchase from or subscribe to their
favorite creators without worrying about costs.

THE PROBLEM
The content creation economy is dominated and limited by
centralized giants in technology, finance, and government.

THE OPPORTUNITY
To create a decentralized create-to-earn economy for
everyone to build wealth and publicize their creative content
to a wide audience.

TOTONA ECOSYSTEM
Viewers: Fans can leverage Totona’s View-to-Earn and other
reward-earning programs and build wealth. Viewers can also
follow their favorite creators and support them.
Investors: Innovative platform components allow income to
be generated from traditional advertising. A percentage of
funds go towards product development.
Traders: Traders can engage the TOT token purely as a
speculative instrument on crypto exchanges or trading
platforms.
Creators: Creators generate wealth and are empowered via
Create-To-Earn ownership of their content, creating virtual
goods, and the ability to engage with their followers and fans.
Creators also get to generate wealth from earning rewards.
Totona Platform: Innovative platform components allow
income to be generated from traditional advertising and other
means. 20% Percentage of funds go towards product
development.

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION FOR CREATORS
Make a living, build wealth, and express your creativity to
help grow the Totona community and earn TOT tokens and
followership:
Create and own content to earn TOT
Achieve milestones and refer a friend to earn more
Earn from viewer staking, subscriptions, and tipping
Mint and sell rare NFTs
Share advertising revenue and royalties

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION FOR VIEWERS
Learn how to make a living, build wealth, be entertained by
following your favorite creators to help grow the Totona
community and earn TOT tokens:
Watch and earn tokens
Achieve follower milestones and earn tokens
Refer your friends to grow the community and earn tokens
Stake creators
Trade rare NFTs
Enjoy numerous rewarding schemes

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION FOR INVESTORS
Build wealth, and trade TOT to help grow the Totona
community and earn TOT tokens, NFTs, and access staking
opportunities:
Buy and sell TOT
Stake creators
Buy and resell rare NFTs

ROADMAP
Over the coming months, Totona will move aggressively to
launch and implement our objectives, all while taking the time
to follow and enforce best practices and protocols to create a
robust blockchain economy. This ecosystem will be owned by
the community and will give users the potential to build
wealth in an honest, equitable, and sustainable manner.

TOKENOMICS
The TOT Utility Token
TOT is an ERC-20 standard token developed on the
Ethereum blockchain. TOT will serve as the native payment
tool in the Totona ecosystem. Likewise, the token will serve
as a speculative and investment instrument.
The maximum supply of TOT will be 2 billion (2,000,000,000)
tokens, making the token a deflationary asset.

TOKEN SALE
Every day, token issuers experience cyber-attacks, hacks,
and impersonations, which have led to the theft of tens of
millions of dollars. This happens as many ICO platforms fail
to place proper security measures for investors to deposit
and transfer their funds. Deposits are typically transferred
from one ETH address to another without proper KYC
checks, often using a single publicly announced address for
purchasers to send their funds. Hackers and scammers take
advantage of this weak spot by impersonating the projects
and posting fake ETH addresses on forums, causing
unsuspecting investors to transfer crypto to the hackers’
addresses.
To ensure this does not happen with our initial coin offering
(presale), we have placed stringent, preventative measures
to ensure a safe, secure, and compliant process for all
investors. We will carry out our ICO only through a secure
trading and exchange platform.
At our ICO, 20% of the total supply (400 million tokens) will
be put up for sale at a discount price of $0.01 (0.01 USDT),
bringing the total expected earnings from this event to $4
million. 100% of the token purchased at the ICO is vested to
minimize volatility.

Of the total 2 billion TOT, 200 million tokens, or 10%, will be
allocated to a liquidity pool to ensure the stability of the
token.
After funding the liquidity pool, the distribution of the
outstanding 70% TOT supply goes as:
Team Allocation: 20% or 400 million TOT goes to the team
with a 10% released at listing and 10% every 30 days.
Marketing: 10% or 200 million is set aside for marketing
purposes, with 20% released at listing and 20% every 30
days.
Rewards: 20% or 400 million is reserved for rewards on the
platform, with 10% released at listing and 10% released
every 30 days.

Product Development: 20% or 400 million is allocated to
product and platform development, with 10% released at
listing and 10% released every 30 days.

THE TOT ECOSYSTEM
The release of the Totona token and subsequent ICO will
kickstart Totona’s plans to erect a revolutionary blockchain
ecosystem featuring the Totona Livestream platform
operating as a create-to-earn and view-to-earn tokenized and
decentralized economy.
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